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Abstract 

While recent studies demonstrate the societal and economic benefits of driverless vehicles, little is known about the emission 

impacts of autonomous vehicles (AVs) in the context of mixed traffic. This paper explores the environmental impacts of AVs along 

an urban freeway corridor in a metropolitan area using Vehicle Specific Power (VSP) and EMEP/EEA emission methodologies 

paired with VISSIM traffic model. Three different AV penetration rates were implemented for through traffic along a freeway 

corridor in the city of Porto (Portugal) by considering long-term market predictions (10%, 20% and 30%). Afterwards, these 

scenarios were compared to current situation in terms of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbon 

emissions, and travel time and stop-and-go situations. The emissions and traffic performance of each scenario were evaluated on 

three levels: a) overall study domain; b) corridor; c) impact of AVs on conventional vehicles (CVs). AVs yielded small savings in 

emissions in the overall study domain for automation levels below 30% (differences in traffic performance and emissions were not 

statistically significant). Corridor-level analysis showed decreases of 5% in emissions can be expected with AVs technology, but 

it penalizes travel time up to 13% for both AV and CV, when compared to the existing situation. 
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1. Introduction and Research Objectives 

In 2016, approximately 33% of energy consumed in European Union (UE-28) was due to the transport sector (EEA, 

2019). Road transport accounts for the largest share of energy consumption, with 74% of the total European 

Environmental Agency member countries (EEA-33) transport demand in 2016 (EEA, 2019). The development of 

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) has been supporting the autonomous vehicles (AV) technology whose progress 

has been incremental, and it also has been prompting a shift in strategy among automotive industry. AV technology 

has the potential to reduce congestion costs, allow for more productive use of time spent in vehicles, reduce energy 
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consumption and land use (Bagloee et al., 2016; van den Berg and Verhoef, 2016), and have a wider societal impact 

in the long-term, on social equity, public health and safety (Milakis et al., 2017; Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2018).  

The impacts of AVs on the interaction between land use and conventional traffic can be complex (Soteropoulos et 

al., 2019). Since AVs are not yet available to the public at large, studies in the literature have applied simulation tools 

to analyse their impacts on travel behaviour and land use (Correia et al., 2016; Friedrich, 2016). Unlike many drivers, 

AV will not violate speed limits, which could be beneficial for fuel consumption. AV can also influence vehicle 

operational characteristics through various mechanisms, such as reducing distance between cars, acceleration and 

deceleration characteristics, longitudinal and lateral behaviour or gap acceptance thresholds, which in turn can reduce 

emissions levels (Stogios et al., 2018). 

However, a deeper analysis of driving behaviour parameters in simulation traffic models is needed in order to 

represent the potential behaviour of AV operation, particularly those parameters with most impacts on vehicular 

emissions. The research conducted on energy and emissions has been raising some doubts about the benefits of AV 

(Eilbert et al., 2018; Igliński and Babiak, 2017; Stogios et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2017) in the context 

of mixed traffic. Also, they were mostly focused in limited size study domains. Bichiou and Rakha (2019) developed 

a model to optimize the movement of AVs at roundabouts, traffic lights and stop-controlled intersections. Despite the 

reductions in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 43%, the study discarded AVs impacts on local pollutants. Liu et al. 

(2017) quantified the potential emission impacts of replacing human-controlled vehicles by AVs using data from 

Austin-specific driving habits. They found that average reductions in emissions ranged from 7% to 19% (depending 

on the pollutant) after AVs implementation. 

The review of relevant literature on the research topic of AV covers the potential impact of this advanced technology 

in terms of traffic congestion, safety or travel behaviour, as well as some potential benefits on energy consumption 

and emissions. Little is known about the performance and emission impacts of AVs on conventional traffic (CV) both 

at network-level and corridor-level analyses. If AVs fleet increases, and traffic volumes are significant, then CV travel 

time and emissions (for some pollutants) may be increased. This can be more evident during peak hours when many 

drivers simultaneously use the limited supply of road infrastructure. 

This research addressed the traffic performance and environmental impacts of AVs along an urban freeway corridor 

in a metropolitan area using a modelling platform of traffic and emissions methodologies. This explanatory study 

sought to contribute for a better understanding of future AV share distributions scenarios for both traffic performance 

(travel time and stop-and-go situations) and CO2, monoxide carbon (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOX) and hydrocarbon 

(HC) emissions on congested freeways. Also, it allows for solid knowledge about the differences in traffic-related 

impacts between AV and CV, and for incorporation in eco-routing algorithms to govern AV operations. The 

methodology used here could be used to incorporate realistic driving strategies of AVs into current traffic simulation 

models in management of traffic and emissions.  

2. Methodology 

The methodology used a microsimulation framework to assess traffic performance and emissions at a freeway level 

for implementation of future AV mobility scenarios. It proceeded in three steps. First, the VISSIM (PTV AG, 2016) 

was used to code and evaluate the case study followed by calibration and validation for the baseline scenario (only 

CV). Third, different AV market share scenarios (Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2018) were compared. For each scenario, 

emissions were estimated using VSP (US EPA, 2002) and EMEP/EEA (EEA, 2013) methodologies. 

2.1. Site selection and data collection 

The case study is located in the city of Porto (Portugal) which belongs to a metropolitan area with 1.72 million 

inhabitants (Statistics of Portugal, 2018), as depicted in Fig. 1. According to the TomTom data in 2016, this city had 

more than 15 hotspot delay locations, being the second city in the national ranking where drivers spent more time in 

traffic (~31 minutes), namely in the afternoon peak periods (6:00-7:00PM) (TOMTOM, 2018). Considering the above-

mentioned facts, this road network is an interesting case for studying environmental impacts of AV selection methods 

with incorporation of autonomous mobility. The candidate freeway (blue segments in Fig. 1) is a stretch (~9km in 

length) of the Via de Cintura Interna (VCI), 8 interchanges, 3-4 lanes by travelling direction, posted speed limit of 80 
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km/h and an average daily traffic (ADT) ranged from 113 680 to 149 520 (IMT, 2019). 

Traffic flow data were obtained from Porto Municipality during typical weekdays in April 2016 (24 h period in 5 

min-intervals), in 50 monitoring points along the study domain. ADT volumes for the candidate freeway, and A3, A28 

and N14 roads (see Fig. 1) were retrieved from the Institute for Mobility and Transport (IMT, 2017). The period 

between 6:00-7:00PM was selected for the analysis since loop detectors showed this peak period as the one with 

highest traffic volumes. Travel times were recorded in the baseline site using a probe Light Duty Vehicle equipped 

with Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) which performed different routes along the study domain in evening 

peak periods. A total 100 km of vehicle dynamic data were collected and extracted for this research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Studied Study Domain with the identification of the urban freeway (blue). Background Map Source [Open Street Maps]. 

2.2. Site selection and data collection 

To understand emission and traffic performance impacts of AVs, the VISSIM9.0 tool was used (PTV AG, 2016). 

This microscopic traffic model allows 1) exporting full disaggregated vehicle trajectory files that can be used to assess 

emission impacts; 2) modelling different driving behaviour parameters according to the type of road, vehicle type 

(e.g., AV) [see (Songchitruksa et al., 2016; Zeidler et al., 2019)] and traffic control; and 3) identifying hotspot emission 

locations at high spatial and temporal resolutions. 

The microsimulation model was calibrated and validated for the 1.5-hour period, from 5:30-7:00PM, with a 30-

min warm up time. The maximum speed distributions for CV ranged from 75 km/h to 90 km/h on VCI to ensure a 

representation of driving behaviour as realistic as possible. VISSIM was calibrated by changing driving behaviour and 

examining their effect on traffic volumes for each link (Antoniou et al., 2014). VISSIM uses Wiedemann 74 and 

Wiedemann 99 models to capture the physical and the human components of traffic, which is based on a 

psychophysical car-following model (PTV AG, 2016). Wiedemann 99 was used for this research as it offers more 

parameters available to consider in the CV and AV driving behaviours, and it has lane-change parameters (e.g., 

minimum headway and safety distance) that can be modified to reproduce traffic operations (PTV AG, 2016). The 

modifiable longitudinal driving behaviour parameters (labelled CC0-CC9) correspond to the driving characteristics of 

the four driving states: free-flow, approaching, following, and braking (PTV AG, 2016). 

Table 1 shows the ten driving behaviour parameters deemed relevant to represent driving characteristics of a 

potential computer operated system (such as that of an AV). The values, which were based on literature review (Atkins, 

2016; Stogios et al., 2018), were previously optimized for AVs maximum speed of 80 km/h and following an emission 

criterion. CV driving behaviour parameters in Table 1were obtained after model calibration. 

Table 1. Summary of the driving behaviour parameters used for CV and AV driving (PTV AG, 2016; Stogios et al., 2018) 

Type Parameter CV AV 

A

3 

N

1

4 

126 520 

149 520 

113 680 

147 750 

103 780 

140 830 

145 200 

A28 
A3 

N14 

1km 
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Car Following CC0 – Standstill distance [meters] 1.50 1.47 

CC1 – Headway Time [seconds] 0.90 0.50 

CC3 – Threshold for entering ‘Following’ [seconds] -8.0 -13.54 

CC4/CC5 – ‘Following’ thresholds [m/s] -0.35/0.35 -0.13/0.13 

CC7 – Oscillation Acceleration [m/s2] 0.25 0.08 

CC8 – Standstill Acceleration [m/s2] 3.50 3.72 

CC9 – Acceleration at 80 km/hr [m/s2] 1.50 1.60 

Lane Changing MinHdwy: Minimum headway (front/rear) [meters] 0.50 0.70 

SDRF: Safety Distance Reduction Factor (lane change) 0.60 0.21 

 

The Geoffrey E. Havers (GEH) was used to measure the goodness of fit (Ciuffo et al., 2012). Global origin-

destination demands (between centroids) were also adjusted to match field data. Validation compared simulated traffic 

volumes with loop detectors data (different from the calibration data) using above CV calibrated parameters. Since 

VISSIM is stochastic in nature, 10 simulation outputs were averaged (Fries et al., 2017). 

2.3. Emission methodology 

The VSP methodology (US EPA, 2002) was used to estimate the CO2, CO, NOX and HC emissions of light duty 

and commercial vehicles, and buses for the following reasons: 1) it accounts with high resolution time (one second) 

changes in vehicle dynamics; 2) the instantaneous power per unit mass of vehicle takes into account aerodynamic 

drag, speed, acceleration, road grade, and rolling distance effects; and 3) the vehicle specific power is highly correlated 

with variability in emissions in passenger gasoline (Anya et al., 2013) and diesel (Coelho et al., 2009) vehicles, light 

commercial diesel vehicles (Coelho et al., 2009), diesel buses (Zhai et al., 2008) and hybrid passenger vehicles (Zhai 

et al., 2011). The VSP formula (US EPA, 2002) to specific case of a typical light duty vehicle, i.e., passenger gasoline 

car (GPC), passenger diesel car (DPC) and light commercial diesel vehicle (LCDV) is given by: 

 

( )( ) 3. 1.1. 9.81.sin arctan 0.132 0.000302.VSP v a grade v = + + + 
                                                                          (1) 

where v is the vehicle instantaneous speed (m/s), a is the vehicle instantaneous acceleration or deceleration (m/s2) 

and the grade is Terrain gradient (decimal fraction). 

 

VSP values are typically grouped in combinations of 1 kW/ton from −50 to +50. Then, these values are categorized 

in 14 modes so that each mode generates an average CO2, CO, NOX and HC emission rate (US EPA, 2002). 

Concerning transit buses, VSP is estimated using typical coefficient values and expressed as follows: 

 

( ) 3. 9.81.sin 0.092 0.00021.VSP v a grade v= + + +                                                                                            (2) 

In such cases, VSP combinations are grouped in 8 modes that correspond to values ranging from −30 to 30 kW/ton 

(Zhai et al., 2008). To obtain emissions estimates for HDV (CO2, CO, NOX and HC), the EMEP/EEA method was 

used (EEA, 2013). It uses emission factors for diesel HDV with different emission standards and engine capacities as 

a function of the speed range intervals (EEA, 2013). A GUI application in MATLAB was conceived to compute 

second-by-second vehicle dynamic data and road slope from VISSIM output (~110 million of records), then emissions 

were computed by vehicle type. LDV emissions were based on the following local car fleet: 39% PGC, 40% PDC and 

21% LCDV (EMISIA, 2017). Heavy Duty Vehicles represented near 4% of site-specific traffic.  

2.4. Operational Scenarios 

Four operational scenarios were applied under the assumption that LDV through traffic (~4 000 vehicles per hour 

by direction) along the candidate freeway was replaced by different AV penetration rates. The considered scenarios 

were: baseline (only CV), 10% (AV10), 20% (AV20) and 30% (AV30) of AVs. These rates are based on market share 

estimates for 2025, as suggested by Nieuwenhuijsen et al. (2018). AV were modelled by creating a distinct vehicle 
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composition and considering the driver behaviour settings in Table 1. The emissions and traffic performance of each 

scenario were evaluated in terms: 1) overall study domain; 2) freeway; and 3) AVs impact on CVs. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Calibration and Validation 

Fig. 2 a-b exhibits the calibration and validation results for the baseline scenario. Results indicated that, under high 

traffic volumes, VISSIM yielded lower values than field data, particularly in VCI weaving sections with closely spaced 

ramps. This happened because simulated vehicles tended to change lane from freeway to the exit ramp in the last 

minute, thus forcing other vehicles to stop. To mitigate these issues, specific driving behaviour parameters such as 

look ahead and back distances, and CC1 (PTV AG, 2016) were adjusted during calibration, since they showed to be 

the main parameters impacting driving behavior at those sections. Despite these differences, Fig. 2 a-b shows high 

coefficient of determination (R2 > 0.90), and proper suggested calibration target for traffic (Yu and Fan, 2017), i.e., 

GEH values lower than 4 in 87% of monitoring points. 

 
a 

 

b 

 

Fig. 2. Evaluation of VISSIM model (a) Calibration; (b) Validation. 

3.2. Impacts of AV on site-specific emissions and traffic performance  

Table 2 compares the energy, pollutant emissions and traffic performance by scenario with baseline scenario. The 

findings of the AV10 and AV20 confirmed small improvements in the overall study domain; CO2 per unit distance, 

absolute emissions and traffic performance were found to be not statistically significant at the 5% significance level. 

AV30 showed as the best mobility scenario for the study domain. It had average emissions reductions of about 3%, 

while the number of stops decreased by more than 15%. The impacts of AV on main traffic outputs were more 

significant in VCI than in the overall study domain. Specifically, CO2 per unit distance decreased up to 5% in AV10 

while the average decrease in absolute emissions ranged from 3% to 5% between AV10 and AV30. Although travel 

time increased with AV (10% to 13%, depending on the scenario), the number of stops might be reduced in almost 

40% compared to the baseline scenario. It must be also stressed that VCI accounted approximately 25% of CO2, CO 

and NOX emissions of the overall study domain.  

From the results reported on Table 2, it can be observed that vehicles generated high CO2 per unit distance in all 

scenarios. This is mostly explained by moderate HGV and buses traffic volumes (together they represented 8% of 

traffic composition), as well as some congestion situations at the entrances and exits of VCI. With these concerns in 

mind, Fig. 3 a-b exhibits the hotspot CO2 emissions locations in the baseline and AV30 scenarios. It can be noted that 

the influence areas of traffic lights and the main interchanges along the study domain presented the highest CO2 per 

unit distance (40% higher than the average corridor value) in the baseline scenario. Despite its lower CO2 emissions 

per unit distance, AV30 had more links with red colors along the VCI. These areas yielded 35% more CO2 emissions 

than the average scenario value. This happened because AVs drive at constant speeds, thereby causing longer waiting 

times for CV on the left lanes while they are waiting for a gap to leave VCI.  
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Table 2. Variation of emissions and traffic performance parameters per location in relation to the baseline scenario 

Area Scenario Energy Emissions Traffic Performance 

CO2 

(g/km) 

CO2  

(ton) 

CO 

(kg) 

NOX 

(kg) 

HC 

(kg) 

Average Travel 

Time (s) 

Average 

Stops 

Overall 

Study 

Domain 

Baseline 319.7 33.0 49.6 141.3 3.0 352.7 7.4 

AV10 0.3% 0.1% -0.2% 1.0% 0.3% -0.3% -3.7% 

AV20 -1.1% -1.0% -0.1% -1.4% -1.8% -2.5% -16.2% 

AV30 -0.2% -1.8% -2.9% -2.4% -2.4% -3.2% -22.7% 

VCI Baseline 246.1 7.6 12.0 33.4 0.4 323.9 6.4 

AV10 -5.1% -3.4% -1.9% -1.5% 1.6% 12.9% -11.7% 

AV20 -2.1% -1.2% -5.8% -5.0% -3.5% 12.5% -9.7% 

AV30 -2.8% -3.7% -6.1% -5.2% -5.6% 10.3% -37.3% 

 

Average values using 10 random seed runs; shadow cells indicate that the difference between AV and baseline scenario output measure was statistically significant 

(p-value<0.05) 

 
a 

 

b  

Fig. 3. Hotspot CO2 emissions location in g per kilometre (a) Baseline (b) AV30. Background Map Source [Bing Maps]. 

3.3. Impacts of AV on CV  

AV impacts on CV outputs are exhibited in Fig. 4a-b. It is important to outline that local emissions per unit distance 

notably decreased with implementation of AV20 and AV30 scenario (up to 8% and 5%, respectively, depending on 

the pollutant). CO2 emissions per unit distance slightly decreased in both AV10 and AV20 but increased in AV30, 

thereby confirming the hypotheses of this article. The implementation of AV also resulted in travel time increases up 

to 4%, while the number of CV stops were predicted to be reduced in more than 25% compared to the existing 

conditions. These findings allow to conclude that the increase of AV rates in the freeway may result in higher travel 

times for conventional traffic, even though that the number of stop-and-go situations decreased.  

 
a 

 

b 

 

Fig. 4. Variation of CV outputs in relation to the baseline (a) Emissions per unit distance (b) Traffic Performance. 
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4. Conclusions 

This paper explored the impacts of AVs on emissions and traffic performance along a metropolitan road network. 

A microscopic traffic model was integrated with two emission models to assess the consequences of replacing CVs 

along an urban freeway corridor by 10%, 20% and 30% of AVs.  

Results indicated that the replacement of CVs by 10% and 20% AVs was rather small on the overall study domain 

(differences in traffic performance and emissions outputs showed to be not statistically significant). Although the 

findings obtained at the VCI showed moderate emissions reductions (3% to 5%, depending on the scenario), AV 

resulted in higher travel time for both VCI and CV operations compared to actual conditions.  

The knowledge gained from the assessment of AV on a real-world metropolitan freeway is promising since its 

potential benefits and drawbacks were predicted for a transition phase scenario from traditional vehicles to 

autonomous vehicles. It is worth noting that the findings of this study are limited to the traffic and emission models 

for which the comparison is made. Therefore, it included several assumptions that derived in the following limitations, 

namely: i) AV driving behaviour parameters were static and based on very specific freeway characteristics (i.e., 80 

km/h of maximum speed), which restricted its use to other freeways with different maximum speeds or driving habits; 

ii) analysis centred on a short time period (one hour), which did not allowed for solid conclusions about AV impacts; 

iii) driving behaviour parameters of the traffic model that can resulted in underestimated emission values; and iv) 

exhaust emission were not validated against field data so that output values may not represent in depth site-specific 

conditions. 

Future studies should address the impacts of the implementation of AV to the overall study domain, and higher 

penetration rates (>30%). Since platooning has demonstrated benefits on emission performance of transport systems, 

the incorporation of special conceived algorithms for governing AV behaviour would be desirable.  
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